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is paper investigates a problem of how to regulate a �rm which has private information about the market capacity, leading to
adverse selection, and which can increase the market demand by exerting costly e�ort, resulting in moral hazard. In such a setting,
the regulator o�ers a regulatory policy to the �rm with the objective of maximizing a weighted sum of the consumer surplus and
the �rm’s pro�t (i.e., the social total surplus). We �rstly �nd that the regulator will set the �rm’s e�ort level as zero under observable
e�ort regardless of the market capacity being full or private information; that is, the e�ort has no impact on the optimal regulatory
policy. Interestingly, we also show that, it is necessary for regulator to consider the di�erence between the e�ort’s impact on the
demand and the price’s impact on the demand, which may generate di�erent distortion e�ects about the regulatory policy.

1. Introduction

In order to keep a regulated �rm from abusing its monopoly
power, the price regulation problem arises. If the regulator
knows the products’ information, such as cost and demand,
the optimal regulatory policy is that the �rm should follow
marginal cost pricing and be subsidized for the �xed cost.
However, the regulator oen does not know the products’
information, which takes the form of the �rm’s hidden char-
acteristic or type about the products and the �rm’s hidden
action or e�ort leading to the so-called adverse selection and
moral hazard problems, respectively (see [1, 2]). Previous lit-
erature typically studies the regulatory problems in isolation
(i.e., either a moral hazard or an adverse selection setting is
examined), but, in reality, moral hazard and adverse selection
oen emerge in regulatory problems simultaneously. 
ere-
fore, the studying of how the linkage between moral hazard
and adverse selection a�ects the optimal regulatory policy
will become more and more important.

We study a regulatory problem under moral hazard and
adverse selection in which the regulator regulates a �rm to
produce a kind of products and then sells them to the con-
sumer with exerting some e�ort. 
e market demand for the
products depends on three factors: the market capacity, the
products’ unit price, and the �rm’s e�ort level, in which the

�rm possesses private information about themarket capacity.
Despite the regulator does not know the truemarket capacity,
he has a subjective assessment about it. Meanwhile, the
regulator oen cannot observe the �rm’s e�ort level exerted
on the demand. 
e regulator is a regulatory policy designer,
who o�ers a regulatory policy menu that consists of a unit
price of products and a transfer payment. 
erefore, under
this setting, the problem facing the regulator is how does he
design the optimal regulatory policy with the objective of
maximizing the social total surplus, that is, a weighted sum
of the consumer surplus and the �rm’s pro�t. And then we
�rst analyze such problems that the �rm’s e�ort is observable
and unobservable when the market capacity is known to the
regulator, respectively. Furthermore, we extend the analysis to
the scenario that the market capacity is private information.
In this paper, we will focus on two important questions.

(1) First, how the private information and the �rm’s e�ort
a�ect the optimal regulatory policy, respectively?

(2) Second, how the combining between adverse selec-
tion and moral hazard a�ects the optimal regulatory
policy?

Several important insights are derived from our model.
Firstly, we show that the regulatorwill set the �rms’ e�ort level
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as zero under observable e�ort whether the market capacity
is full or private information; that is, the e�ort has no impact
on the optimal regulatory policy regardless of the market
capacity being full or private information. It is worth noting
that private information does not give rise to any distortion
so long as the e�ort level can be observable to the regulator.
Secondly, we also highlight that it is necessary for regulator
to consider the di�erence between the e�ort’s impact on
the demand and the price’s impact on the demand, which
may generate di�erent distortion e�ects about the regulatory
policy regardless of the market capacity being full or private
information. In other words, based on the di�erence, the
regulator will design di�erent regulatory policies.

In the following, we will introduce the prior literature
in the domain about adverse selection and moral hazard.
On the one hand, there is a large body of literature on
regulatory policy design with adverse selection, for example,
Baron and Myerson [3], Lewis and Sappington [4], Baron
and Besanko [5], Sappington [6], Sappington and Sibley
[7], La�ont and Rochet [8], La�ont and Tirole [9], Aguirre
and Beitia [10], and Lan et al. [11]. Baron and Myerson [3]
studied the �rm that has private information of its cost, while
Lewis and Sappington [4] considered that the �rm possesses
private information about the demand. Furthermore, Lewis
and Sappington [12] expanded on Lewis and Sappington [4]
by adding a second dimension of adverse selection. Both
the �rm’s cost and the market demand are the �rm’s private
information. Aguirre and Beitia [10] modi�ed the model
of Lewis and Sappington [4] by considering costly public
funds. 
ese papers are related to ours, as we have done,
and each of these papers uses an adverse selection model to
determine the regulator’s optimal regulatory policy. However,
none of these papers considers a dimension of moral hazard,
the �rm’s e�ort, or otherwise. Our paper is di�erent from
theirs. We introduce the impact of the �rm’s e�ort on the
demand to the model, which makes the studying of regula-
tory problem more signi�cant. 
is di�erence is important,
which leads to di�erent conclusions under the setting with
moral hazard from that under the setting without moral
hazard.

On the other hand, there is a substantial literature that
describes the roles of moral hazard in regulatory problems
(see [1, 2] for useful reviews). Cowan [13] analyzed an optimal
risk-sharing problem between consumers and the regulated
�rm in a full information framework. La�ont and Tirole
[9] and Lewis and Sappington [14] discussed how regulated
prices are optimally altered when they must serve both to
motivate the delivery of high-quality products and to limit
incentives to misrepresent private information. Lewis and
Sappington [15] noted that consumers and the regulated �rm
can both su�er when the level of realized service quality
is not veri�able. In contrast, Dalen [16] showed that in a
dynamic setting where the regulator’s commitment powers
are limited, consumers may bene�t when quality is not
veri�able. However, these papers have not been explored in
the case of adverse selection, and our paper covers the gap.

To the best of our knowledge, studying the mixed model
combining adverse selection and moral hazard in regulatory
policy is so scarce. La�ont and Tirole [17] introduced possibly

noisy cost observability as well as an unobservable e�ort
variable, and the regulator can observe the �rm’s output
and cost but not its e�ciency parameter, its e�ort, and the
cost disturbance, and the payment to the �rm is based on
a �rm’s e�ort observed ex post by the regulator. Perrigne
and Vuong [18] extended the model of La�ont and Tirole
[17] and considered a �rm producing the products subject
to general random demand and cost functions. Our paper
is related to La�ont and Tirole [17]. 
ey focused on the
studying of how to regulate a �rm when the �rm’s cost is its
private information and the e�ort level for reducing cost is
unobservable to the regulator. Our paper is di�erent from
theirs, we assume that the regulator does not know themarket
capacity and also cannot observe the �rm’s e�ort exerted
on the demand, and under such setting, how the regulator
designs the optimal regulatory policy.

In addition, previous research typically assumes that
the demand is always considered to be deterministic or
stochastic in regulatory problems. However, due to the lack
of historical data, considering the uncertainty as random-
ness is not reasonable in this situation. For the reason,
a new approach, based on the experts’ judgement, called
uncertainty theory, was proposed by Liu [19] and re�ned by
Liu [20]. From then on, uncertainty theory has gradually
become a powerful mathematical tool to deal with various
problems under private information, for example, uncertain
control [20, 21], uncertain di�erential equation [22], uncer-
tain principal agent [23–28], and uncertain programming
and applications [23, 24, 28–30]. Motivated by this, this paper
studies a regulation problem, in which the market capacity
which is characterized as an uncertain variable with known
distribution is the �rm’s private information.


e remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 recalls some fundamental concepts and formulas
about uncertain variable. Section 3 gives the problem for-
mulation. Section 4 develops two models that analyze the
optimal regulatory policy with observable e�ort and without
it in the case of full information, respectively, and discusses
the unobservable e�ort’s impact on the regulatory policy.
Section 5 further investigates the optimal regulatory policy
with observable e�ort and without that in the case of private
information and also discusses how private information
and unobservable e�ort a�ect the optimal regulatory policy
simultaneously. We provide concluding remarks and some
avenues for future research in Section 6. 
e proofs of all the
formal results are relegated to an appendix.

2. Preliminary

As a branch of axiomatic mathematics, uncertainty theory
was founded by Liu [19] and subsequently studied by many
researchers. Assume that Θ is a nonempty set and L is a �-
algebra of Θ. Each element Λ in L is called an event. A set
function M from L to [0, 1] is called an uncertain measure
if it satis�es the following axioms.

Axiom 1 (Normality). M{Θ} = 1 for the universal set Θ.
Axiom 2 (Duality). M{Λ} +M{Λ�} = 1, for all Λ ∈L.
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Axiom 3 (Subadditivity). M{⋃∞�=1 Λ �} ≤ ∑∞�=1M{Λ �}, for allΛ � ∈L, 	 = 1, 2, . . .
Axiom 4 (Product). Let (Θ�,L�,M�) be uncertainty spaces
for 
 = 1, 2, . . .
en the product uncertain measureM is an
uncertain measure satisfying

M{ ∞∏
�=1
Λ �} =∞⋀

�=1
M� {Λ �} , (1)

where Λ � are arbitrarily chosen events from L� for 
 =1, 2, . . ., respectively.
De�nition 1 (see [19]). An uncertain variable is a measurable
function � from an uncertainty space (Θ,L,M) to the set of
real numbers; that is, for any Borel set � of real numbers, the
set {� ∈ �} = {� ∈ Θ | �(�) ∈ �} is an event.

De�nition 2 (see [19]). 
e uncertainty distribution Φ of an
uncertain variable � is de�ned by Φ(�) = M{� ≤ �} for any
real number �.
De�nition 3 (see [19]). Let � be an uncertain variable de�ned
on the uncertainty space (Θ,L,M). 
en the expected value
of � is de�ned by

E [�] = ∫+∞
0

M {� ≥ �} d� − ∫0
−∞

M {� ≤ �} d� (2)

provided that at least one of the two integrals is �nite.

Lemma 4. If: R → R is an increasing function and � is an
uncertain variable with continuous membership function and
�nite expected value, then

E [� (�)] = ∫+∞
−∞

� (�) � (�) d� (3)

provided that the integral is �nite.

3. The Model

Consider a regulation problem involves three participants:
the regulator (he), a �rm (she), and the consumer. 
e �rm
produces a kind of products and then sells them to the
consumer with exerting some e�ort, and then the consumer
gives a payment for the products at a given unit price, �, and
meanwhile pays a transfer payment �. 
e market demand
for the products, which equals the �rm’s output, depends on
three factors: the market capacity  , the products’ price �,
and the �rm’s e�ort level !. 
e regulator does not know the
market capacity  which is the �rm’s private information.
And the �rm’s e�ort level is not observable to the regulator.

erefore, the problem facing the regulator is thus a mixture
of moral hazard (postcontractual opportunism associated
with the e�ort decision) and adverse selection (precontrac-
tual asymmetric information regarding the market capacity).

is allows us to study di�erent information regimes inwhich
the market capacity and/or e�ort level may be hidden to the
regulator. To maximize the social total surplus, the regulator

Table 1: 
e four information cases.

 known  unknown

Without moral hazard Case OF Case OP

With moral hazard Case UF Case UP

speci�es the unit price for the products and the transfer
payment, which may be thought of as apportioned among
consumers in such a manner that no consumer is excluded
from purchasing the products.


e market demand adopts the following additive form:

" =  − #� + ]!. (4)


e coe�cients # and ] measure, respectively, a demand
sensitivity in response to the price change and the e�ec-
tiveness of the �rm’s e�ort in enhancing the demand of the

product. Expending e�ort level’s cost $(!) = !2/2, which is
an increasing and convex function. Other function forms for
the cost of e�ort can be usedwithout fundamentally changing
the analysis. Moreover, presume that  is su�cient large so
that the demand is nonnegative.


us, the �rm’s pro�t can be deduced as

% (�, �, !,  ) = (� − *) ( − #� + ]!) − - − $ (!) + �, (5)

where * is the �rm’s marginal cost and - is the �xed cost. To
avoid trivial cases, assume � ≥ *. 
e consumer surplus

3 (�, �, !,  ) = 4 ( − #� + ]!) − � ( − #� + ]!) − �, (6)

where4(⋅) is the consumer’s utility function, and assume that
the consumer is risk averse with 4�(⋅) > 0, 4��(⋅) ≤ 0 (see
[17]).


e regulator’s objective is to maximize a weighted sum
of the consumer surplus and the �rm’s pro�t (see [3]), that is,
the social total surplus

6(�, �, !,  ) = 3 (�, �, !) + 7Π (�, �, !) , (7)

where 0 ≤ 7 ≤ 1, which implies that the regulator pays more
attention to the consumer surplus than the �rm’s pro�t.


e regulator designs a regulatory policy, while the �rm
decides whether or not to accept the regulatory policy and,
if so, how much e�ort level to exert. More specially, the
sequence of events is as follows. (1) 
e regulator o�ers a
regulatory policy. (2) 
e �rm privately observes the value
of market capacity. (3) 
e �rm decides whether or not
to participate and if so, which regulatory policy to sign
and makes the e�ort level decision. (4) 
e �rm produces
the products and then sells them to the consumer. (5) 
e
consumer gives the payments to the �rm for the products;
meanwhile, the market demand is realized.

Our main focus in this paper is to investigate how the
information structure and the �rm’s e�ort level a�ect the
optimal regulatory policy. In doing so, we will analyze four
cases which are shown in Table 1. 
e �rst two cases, OF
and UF, represent the scenario in which the regulator knows
the market capacity. 
e remaining two cases OP and UP
represent the scenario for which the regulator does not know
the market capacity.
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4. Full Information

We �rstly solve the problem under full information; that
is, the market capacity is known to the regulator, which is
characterized by  = <. 
en we will obtain the �rst-
best situations, to serve as a benchmark to the case with
private information. And in the following, we will focus on
two di�erent problems: one assumes that the regulator is
omniscient (able to observe both the market capacity and
the �rm’s e�ort), while the other assumes that the regulator
cannot observe the �rm’s e�ort.

4.1. Observable E	ort (Case OF). To determine the impact of
the �rm’s e�ort on the optimal regulatory policy, we begin
with focusing on the case that the �rm’s e�ort is observable
to the regulator, and the regulator also knows the true market
capacity<. Under this case, the regulator can specify the e�ort
level to be exerted by the �rm as well as price and transfer
payment; that is, the regulator o�ers a regulatory policy(�, �, !) with the objective of maximizing the social total
surplus. When the regulator designs the regulatory policy,
he must take into account the �rm’s participation constraint;
that is to say, he must ensure the �rm to obtain at least as
great as her reservation pro�t; in this paper, we simpli�ed her
reservation pro�t as zero. 
erefore, to maximize the social
total surplus, the regulator’s problem can be formulated as
follows:

max
(�,�,	)

6(�, �, !, <)
subject to : (� − *) (< − #� + ]!)

− - − $ (!) + � ≥ 0.
(8)

�eorem 5. Under Case @A, the optimal regulatory policy(�
�, �
�, !
�) details
4� (< − #�
�) = *, (9)

!
� = 0, (10)

�
� = - − (�
� − *) (< − #�
�) . (11)

Equation (10) implies that the optimal regulatory policy
under Case OF is consistent with that under without e�ort; in
other words, when the regulator can observe the �rm’s e�ort,
hewill leave the e�ort level with zero.
e reason is intuitively.
When the regulator is omniscient, with more �exibility, it is
not surprising that he can always regulate themarket demand
via adjusting the products’ price rather than setting an e�ort
level, as the e�ort needs to expend extra cost, which is paid by
the consumer.
iswill lead to the consumer surplus reduced.

erefore, under Case OF, the observable e�ort exerted by
the �rm has no impact on the optimal regulatory policy.

In addition, under Case OF, we �nd that the �rst-best
regulatory policy makes the �rm get zero pro�t; speci�cally,
the optimal price satis�es that the marginal utility of the
consumer is equal to the marginal cost of the �rm, and
the optimal transfer payment compensates the �rm’s cost,
ensuring that the �rm obtains her reservation pro�t, that is,

zero pro�t. Consequently, the consumer captures all surplus.

e reason why the regulator leaves the �rm with zero pro�t
is that the regulator pays more attention to the consumer
surplus.

4.2. Unobservable E	ort (Case UF). Now we turn to consider
the case that the �rm’s e�ort is not observable to the
regulator, and then the regulator’s optimization problem
changes slightly. In particular, the e�ort level ! becomes
the �rm’s decision variable rather than that of the regulator.

e �rm’s choice of e�ort level depends on the regulatory
policy designed by the regulator. Furthermore, the �rm
will choose her e�ort level to maximize her own pro�t. As
for the regulator, he will o�er the regulatory police (�, �);
meanwhile, he can anticipate the �rm’s optimal reaction to
the regulatory policy, !∗, and incorporates it as a constraint
in his maximization problem as seen below:

max
(�,�,	∗)

6(�, �, !∗, <)
subject to : (� − *) (< − #� + ]!∗)

− - − $ (!∗) + � ≥ 0
!∗ ∈ arg max	 (� − *) (< − #� + ]!)

− - − $ (!) + �.

(12)


e �rst constraint is the �rm’s participation constraint,
which guarantees that the �rm earns at least her reserva-
tion pro�t, normalized to zero in our analysis. 
e second
constraint is the incentive constraint, re�ecting the �rm’s
optimization problem in choosing the optimal e�ort level.

�eorem 6. Under Case DA, the optimal regulatory policy(��, ��, !�) details
4� (< − (# − ]

2) �� − *]2) = * − ]
2

# − ]
2 (�� − *) , (13)

!� = ] (�� − *) , (14)

�� = - + ]
2(�� − *)2

2
− (�� − *) [< − (# − ]

2) �� − *]2] .
(15)

We can explain 
eorem 6 from the following two

aspects. On the one hand, when # < ]
2, representing that

the e�ort’s impact on demand is stronger than the price’s
impact on demand, the demand is increasing in the price.
Such a conclusion alters the price’s impact on the demand
when there is no e�ort.Moreover, note that (13) demonstrates
that the consumer’smarginal utility is distorted upwards from
that under case OF. 
e increasing value of the consumer’s

marginal utility depends on the �rm’smarginal pro�t �UF− *,
and the consumer’s marginal utility is increasing in �UF −*. 
is means that the �rm’s marginal pro�t’s increase will
lead to the increase of the consumer’s marginal utility. As
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for the �rm’s pro�t, by substituting �UF into the �rm’s pro�t
function, we can obtain that the �rm’s pro�t is zero, which
demonstrates that the �rm’s e�ort does not bene�t herself but,
instead, increases the consumer’s marginal utility.
e reason
is that the regulator can control the �rm’s pro�t under full
information, even though the e�ort level is not observable.

On the other hand, when # > ]
2, the result is reverse.


at is, when the e�ort’s impact on demand is weaker than
the price’s impact on demand, the �rms’ e�ort level brings
about the consumer’s marginal utility reduced. 
e decrease
of consumer’s marginal utility depends on the increase of

�rm’s marginal pro�t, that is, �UF − *.
It is important to notice that the optimal e�ort level !UF

satis�es that the marginal cost of e�ort is equal to the �rm’s

marginal pro�t and is increasing in �UF. In other words, the
higher the price is, the higher the e�ort level is. 
e reason
is that the regulator may raise the price to limit the demand,
whereas it is inevitable for the �rm to improve the e�ort level
to increase the demand to pursue more pro�t.

4.3. 
e E	ects of E	ort

Proposition 7. Let �
� and �� be the optimal prices under

Cases @A and DA, respectively. When # < ]
2,

�
� < ��. (16)


e inequality (16) indicates that the optimal price �UF is
distorted upwards from �OF. 
at is to say, when the �rm’s
e�ort level gives rise to stronger e�ect of the demand and
is not observable, because the market capacity space may be
expanded, the regulator will raise the price to limit the e�ort’s
e�ect on the demand. How is the demand a�ected when the
e�ort’s e�ect and the price’s e�ect coexist? To understand
this, comparing (9) with (13) yields 4�(< − (# − ]

2)�UF −*]2) > 4�(< − #�OF), since 4��(⋅) ≤ 0, and we can obtain< − (# − ]
2)�UF − *]2 ≤ < − #�OF; that is to say, the demand

under Case UF is no greater than that under Case OF; that

is, "UF ≤ "OF. 
is means that although the �rm prefers
to increase demand by exerting e�ort; however, considering
the tradeo� between consumer utility and payments paid
to the �rm, the regulator still makes the demand reduced

through improving the price. And when # > ]
2, it is a pity,

and there is no obvious relationship between �UF and �OF,
but we can deduce the relationship between "UF and "OF.
In particular, it follows from 4�(< − (# − ]

2)�UF − *]2) <4�(< − #�OF) that "UF ≥ "OF. Consequently, the di�erence
between the e�ort’s impact on the demand and the price’s
impact on the demand generates remarkable e�ect for the
distortion of the consumer’smarginal utility and the demand.
Such the di�erence inevitably leads to di�erent regulatory
policies o�ered by the regulator taking account to the tradeo�
between the consumer utility and payments paid to the �rm.

5. Private Information


is section takes up the scenario where the market capacity
is the �rm’s private information; that is to say, only the �rm

knows the true market capacity. Even though the regulator
does not know the true market capacity, he has a subjec-
tive assessment about it, and this subjective assessment is
characterized as an uncertain variable  with the uncertainty
distributionA(<) on the �nite and positive support [<, <], and�(<) is the derivative of A(<), where A(<) and �(<) satisfy(d/d<)(�(<)/(1 − A(<))) ≥ 0. In the following, we will inves-
tigate the optimal regulatory policy with the �rm’s e�ort and
without it, respectively, and then compare these regulatory
policies with the �rst-best regulatory policies. Doing so will
help us illustrate the impact of information structure and the
�rm’s e�ort on the optimal regulatory policy.

5.1. Observable E	ort (Case OP). We �rstly consider the case
that the regulator can observe the �rm’s e�ort level but does
not know the market capacity; in this case, the regulator can
determine the optimal e�ort level and restrict his attention
to a menu of regulatory policies (�(<), �(<), !(<)) that max-
imizes his expected social total surplus given his subjective
assessment about true market capacity. In general, the �rm
can choose from a wide range of regulatory policy menu
designs. However, the direct revelation principle [31] restricts
the category of regulatory policymenus by showing that there
exists an optimal regulatory policy that induces a truth telling.

is allows formulating the regulator’s problem as follows:

max
(�(⋅),�(⋅),	(⋅))

H [6(� ( ) , � ( ) , ! ( ) ,  )]
subject to : % (� (<) , � (<) , ! (<) , <) ≥ 0, ∀< ∈ [<, <]

% (� (<) , � (<) , ! (<) , <)
≥ % (� (<̂) , � (<̂) , ! (<) , <) ,

∀<, <̂ ∈ [<, <] .
(17)


e �rst constraint is the �rm’s participation constraint,
which guarantees that the �rm earns at least her reserva-
tion pro�t, normalized to zero in our analysis. 
e second
constraint is the incentive constraint, which is necessary to
ensure that the regulatory policy menu will achieve truthful
revelation of the market capacity through the �rm’s choice of
regulatory policy.

To solve Model (17), we �rstly �nd its equivalent model,
which is shown in Proposition 8 as follows.

Proposition 8. Model (17) is equivalent to

max
(�(⋅),	(⋅))

∫�
�
{4 (< − #� (<) + ]! (<))
− * (< − #� (<) + ]! (<)) − - − !(<)22
− (1 − 7) 1 − A (<)� (<) [� (L) − *] dL}� (<) d<

subject to:
d� (<)
d< > 0, ∀< ∈ [<, <] .

(18)
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�eorem 9. Under Case @N, the optimal regulatory policy(�
�(<), �
�(<), !
�(<)) satis�es

4� (< − #�
� (<)) = * − (1 − 7) 1 − A (<)#� (<) , (19)

!
� (<) = 0, (20)

�
� (<) = - − (�
� (<) − *) (< − #�
� (<))
+ ∫�
�
(�
� (L) − *) dL. (21)

Equation (20) states that when the �rm’s e�ort level is
observable, the regulator designs the optimal e�ort level!OP(<) as zero, even though the market capacity is her private
information.
at is because the regulator can always request
the e�ort level to be set at its optimum. 
at is to say, the
regulator can prefer to manipulate the demand by adjusting
the pricing policy rather than to let the �rm exert e�ort, as
exerting e�ort has some e�ort cost, which is undertook by the
consumer. 
erefore, similar to Case OF, observable e�ort
level has no impact on the optimal regulatory policy although
the market capacity is the �rm’s private information.

From (21), the term-−(��(<)− *)(<−#��(<)) identi�es
the �rm’s cost subsidy to ensure the �rm’s participation, while

the term ∫�� [�∗(L) − *)]dL is the information rents paid to the

�rm in order to induce the �rm to tell the truth. Furthermore,
it is easy to see that the information rents are increasing in the
market capacity <, which implies the �rm does not have an
incentive to understate the market capacity. In particular, the
�rm will not obtain information rents when < = <.

As (19) reveals, the only distortion of the optimal pricing
relative to that under Case OF arises from information rents,
which is characterized by the term (1 − 7)((1 − A(<))/#�(<)).
Moreover, the term 1 − 7 identi�es that the regulator is
averse to information rents except 7 = 1. Moreover, with
the decrease of �(<)/(1 − A(<)), that is, with the increase of(1 − A(<))/�(<), the regulator has more preference to limit
information rents; therefore, the optimal price is lower than
that under full information.

In sum, under Case OP, the consumer’s marginal utility
is no greater than the �rm’s cost, which speci�es that the
consumer’s marginal utility becomes less than that under
CaseOF. Intuitively, inducing the �rm’s truthful tellingmakes
the regulator transfer the information rents to the �rm, which
brings about the consumer’s marginal utility worse o� than
that under full information.

5.2. Unobservable E	ort (Case UP). Now we consider Case
UP: the regulator’s regulatory policy problem can be formu-
lated similar to the one under Case OP; however, since the
�rm’s e�ort becomes unobservable, the �rm determines the
optimal e�ort level through maximizing her own pro�t. As
for the regulator, likeCaseUF, hewill incorporate the optimal

e�ort level as a constraint in his maximization problem as
seen below:

max
(�(⋅),�(⋅),	∗(⋅))

H [6(� ( ) , � ( ) , !∗ ( ) ,  )]
subject to : % (� (<) , � (<) , ! (<) , <) ≥ 0,

∀< ∈ [<, <]
% (� (<) , � (<) , ! (<) , <)

≥ % (� (<̂) , � (<̂) , ! (<) , <) ,
∀<, <̂ ∈ [<, <]

!∗ (<) ∈ arg max
	̂(⋅)

% (� (<) , � (<) , !̂ (<) , <) .
(22)

Proposition 10. Model (22) is equivalent to

max
�(⋅)

∫�
�
{4(< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)
− * (< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)
− - − ]

2(�(<) − *)2
2

− (1 − 7) 1 − A (<)� (<) (� (<) − *) dL}� (<) d<
subject to:

d� (<)
d< > 0, ∀< ∈ [<, <] .

(23)

�eorem 11. Under Case DN, the optimal contract(��(<), ��(<), !�(<)) satis�es
4� (< − (# − ]

2) �� (<) − *]2)
= * − ( 1 − 7# − ]

2 )(1 − A (<)� (<) ) , (24)

!� (<) = ] (�� (<) − *) , (25)

�� (<) = - + ]
2(��(<) − *)2

2
− (�� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) �� (<) − *]2]
+ ∫�
�
(�� (L) − *) dL.

(26)

Equation (24) indicates that, in the case of UP, the
distortion of pricing depends on both the e�ort level and

information rents, given by ((1−7)/(#−]2))((1−A(<))/�(<)).
Furthermore, note that the consumer’s marginal utility is less
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than the marginal cost of the �rm when # > ]
2 and greater

than the marginal cost of the �rm in the case of # < ]
2

except < = <. Particularly, the consumer’s marginal utility
equals the marginal cost of the �rm when < = <. Moreover,
as we have shown in Case OP, the consumer’s marginal utility4�(<−#�OP(<)) is equal to themarginal cost of the �rmwhen< = <. 
erefore, we can obtain

4� (< − (# − ]
2) �UP (<) − *]2) = 4� (<) − #�OP (<) = *.

(27)

From the above expression, together with (9), it is obvious

that "UP(<) = "OP(<) = "OF(<), yielding �UP(<) > �OP(<) >�OF(<).
e �rst inequalitymeans that although the demands
under two cases are consistent; that is, the optimal demand
has no distortion in the case of exerting e�ort, whereas
the optimal price is distorted upwards so that the demand’s
decrease in the price equals the demand’s increase in the e�ort
level when < = <̂, this is a remarkable conclusion compared
with the classical adverse selection problem. 
e second
inequality suggests that the presence of private information
leads to the price’s distortion.

In addition, similar to Case UF, the optimal e�ort level
satis�es that the marginal pro�t of e�ort equals its marginal

cost. However, the transfer payment �UP(<) in (26) changes
slightly. Intuitively, in order to achievemore demand, the �rm
exerts e�ort which results in extra cost. 
erefore, in the case
of private information, the consumer must pay both all the

cost subsidy- + (]2(�UP(<) − *)2/2) − (�UP(<) − *)[< − (# −
]
2)�UP(<) − *]2] to ensure the �rm’s participation and the

information rents ∫�� (�UP(L) − *)dL to guarantee the �rm’s

truthful telling. In particular, there is no information rents
when < = <.
5.3. 
e E	ects of Information Structure

Proposition 12. Let �
� and �
� be the optimal prices under
Cases @A and @N, respectively. 
en

�
� ≥ �
�. (28)

To explain Proposition 12, notice �rstly that, under
Cases OF and OP, the optimal e�ort levels are zero; that is
to say, the regulator prefers to set no e�ort to increase the
demand. 
erefore, there is no impact of e�ort level on the
demand. Furthermore, without the �rm’s e�ort’s e�ect on the
demand, the reason that the optimal price �OP is distorted
downwards from that under Case OF is only determined
by the presence of private information, which may give
rise to information rents. And as a result, in order to limit
information rents, the regulator has to lower the price from
that under full information.

5.4. 
e E	ects of E	ort

Proposition 13. Let �
� and �� be the optimal prices under

Cases @N and DN, respectively. When # < ]
2,

�
� < ��. (29)

Proposition 13 suggests that the optimal price with the
�rms’ e�ort is distorted upwards from that in the case of
without the �rm’s e�ort, such a price distortion results from
the e�ort level’s e�ect. Particularly, when # < ]

2, that is,
the �rm’s e�ort level can bring about stronger e�ect on the
demand although there exists moral hazard, surprisingly, the
consumer’s marginal utility still rises, that is,

4� (< − (# − ]
2) �UP (<) − *]2) > 4� (< − #�OP (<)) . (30)

From the above inequality, we will analyze how is the demand
a�ected when the e�ort’s e�ect and the price’s e�ect coexist as

follows. It is obvious that <−(#−]2)�UP−*]2 ≤ <−#�OP; that
is to say, the demand under Case UP is not greater than that

under Case OP; that is, "UF ≤ "OF. 
is means that although
the �rm prefers to increase demand by exerting e�ort, the
regulator still makes the demand reduced through improving
the price considering the tradeo� between consumer utility

and its cost. And when # > ]
2, it is a pity, and there is

no obvious relationship between �UP and �OP, but we can

deduce the relationship between "UP and "OP. Since 4�(< −(# − ]
2)�UP − *]2) < 4�(< − #�OP), it results in the following:"UP ≥ "OP. Consequently, when moral hazard and adverse

selection coexist, it is necessary to consider the di�erence
between the e�ort’s impact on the demand and the price’s
impact on the demand, which generates remarkable e�ects
for the distortion of the consumer’s marginal utility and the
demand. In other words, the regulator will design di�erent
regulatory polices based on the di�erence.

6. Conclusions


is paper investigates a problem of how to regulate a �rm
who has private information about the market capacity,
leading to adverse selection, andwho can increase themarket
demand by exerting costly e�ort, resulting in moral hazard,
in which the regulator as a regulatory policy designer o�ers a
regulatory policy to the �rmwith the objective ofmaximizing
a weighted sum of the consumer surplus and the �rm’s pro�t
(i.e., the social total surplus). 
e regulatory policy menu
consists of a unit price of products and a transfer payment.

e regulator does not know the true market capacity, but he
has a subjective assessment about it.Meanwhile, the regulator
oen cannot observe the �rm’s e�ort level. 
erefore, under
this setting, the problem facing the regulator is how does he
design the optimal regulatory policy with the objective of
maximizing the social total surplus, that is, a weighted sum
of the consumer surplus and the �rm’s pro�t. And then we
�rst analyze such problem that the �rm’s e�ort is observable
and unobservable when the market capacity is known to the
regulator, respectively. 
en we extend the analysis to the
scenario that the market capacity is private information.

We establish the following main �ndings. Firstly we show
that the regulator will set the �rms’ e�ort level as zero under
observable e�ort regardless of the market capacity being full
or private information, that is, the e�ort has no impact on the
optimal regulatory policy regardless of the market capacity
being full or private information. It is worth noting that
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private information has no distortion for the e�ort level’s
decision by the regulator. Moreover, we also highlight that, it
is necessary for regulator to consider the di�erence between
the e�ort’s impact on the demand and the price’s impact on
the demand, which may generate di�erent distortion e�ects
about the regulatory policy regardless of the market capacity
being full or private information. In other words, based on
the di�erence, the regulator will design di�erent regulatory
policies.


e possible extensions of this paper are as follows. On
the one hand, considering how the regulator designs the opti-
mal regulatory policy when facing an unregulated �rm rival?
On the other hand, we can investigate the optimal regulatory
policy problem consisting of two competing regulated �rms
under adverse selection and moral hazard.

Appendix

Proof of 
eorem 5. First note that at optimality the con-
straint in Model (8) must be binding. Otherwise, one can
decrease � and increase the objective function while keeping
(8) satis�ed. It follows from %(�, �, !) = 0 that

� = - + $ (!) − (� − *) (< − #� + ]!) . (A.1)


en, substituting � into the regulator’s objective function
yields

6(�, �, !) = 4 (< − #� + ]!) − * (< − #� + ]!) − - − $ (!) .
(A.2)

Note that 6(�, �, !) is separated with respect to � and !;
therefore, we can judge the concavity of the objective function

with respect to � and !, separately. By #24�� ≤ 0, we can
obtain that the objective function is concavewith respect to�.
From the �rst-best condition, the optimal price �OF satis�es4�(< − #�OF+]!) = *. Similarly, it follows from ]

24��−$��(!) <0 that the objective function is concavewith respect to !.
en

the optimal price !OF satis�es4�(< − #�+]!OF) = *+$�(!OF).
At last, by �OF and !OF, the optimal transfer payment �OF =- + $(!OF) − (�OF − *)(< − #�OF + ]!OF). 
e proof of

eorem 5 is complete.

Proof of 
eorem 6. First, we consider the incentive con-
straint. Note that the �rm’s pro�t function is concave with
respect to !; thus maximizing the pro�t, the �rm solves the
�rst-order condition � − * − $�(!) = 0 yielding the optimal

e�ort !UF = ](� − *) from $(!) = !2/2. With the optimal
e�ort, the �rm’s pro�t becomes

% (�, �, !UF) = (� − *) [< − (# − ]
2) � − *]2]

− - − ]
2(� − *)2

2 + �.
(A.3)

Now consider the participation constraint. Note that
the participation constraint becomes %(�, �, !UF) ≥ 0.
Furthermore, the participation constraint must be binding;

otherwise, the regulator can decrease � until the �rm only

obtains her reservation pro�t. By %(�, �, !UF) = 0, we have
� = - + ]

2(� − *)2
2 − (� − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � − *]2] .
(A.4)

Substituting � and !UF into the regulator’s objective function
yields

6(�, �, !UF) = 4 (< − (# − ]
2) � − *]2)

− * [< − (# − ]
2) � − *]2] − ]

2(� − *)2
2 .

(A.5)

It follows from (−#+ ]2)24��(<− (#− ]2)�− *]2) − ]2 < 0 that6(�, �, !UF) is concave with respect to �. 
en the optimal

price �UF satis�es
4� (< − (# − ]

2) �UF − *]2) = * − ]
2

# − ]
2 (�UF − *) .

(A.6)

Substituting �UF and !UF into � yields �UF = - + ((]2(�UF −*)2)/2) − (�UF − *)[< − (# − ]
2)�UF − *]2]. 
e proof of


eorem 6 is complete.

Proof of Proposition 7. It follows from # < ]
2, together with� ≥ *, that 4�(< − (# − ]

2)�UF − *]2) > 4�(< − #�OF). Since4�� (⋅) ≤ 0, then < − (# − ]
2)�UF − *]2 ≤ < − #�OF; that is,# (�� − �UF) + ]

2(�UF − *) ≤ 0, because �UF ≥ *, �OF ≤�UF.
Proof of Proposition 8. 
e proof is similar to that of
Proposition 10 where the �rm’s e�ort level is the regulator’s
decision variable.

Proof of 
eorem 9. 
eproof is similar to that of
eorem 11
where the �rm’s e�ort level is the regulator’s decision variable.

Assumption A.1. Consider d�(<)/d< ≤ 7/#. 
is assumption
gives the upper bound of the price’s increasing with the
market capacity.

Proof of Proposition 10. Similar to Model (12), we �rstly solve
the �rm’s optimal e�ort level. In particular, maximizing the
�rm’s pro�t with respect to !, the �rm solves the �rst-order
condition yielding the optimal e�ort !UP(<) = (](�(<)−*)/T).

en substituting !UP into the �rm’s pro�t yields

% (� (<) , � (<) , !UP (<) , <)
= (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2]
− - − ]

2(�(<) − *)2
2 + � (<) .

(A.7)
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Secondly, we consider the participation and the second
constraints, and then we will obtain the equivalent model of
Model (22). Particularly, the steps are as follows.(1)First, we show that the second constraint ofModel (22)
can be written as

[< − (2# − ]
2) � (<) + * (# − ]

2)]
× d� (<)

d< + d� (<)
d< = 0, ∀< ∈ [<, <] , (A.8)

d� (<)
d< > 0, ∀< ∈ [<, <] . (A.9)

Speci�cally, let U(<, <̂) = (�(<̂) − *)[< − (# − ]
2)�(<̂) −*]2] − - − (]2(�(<̂) − *)2/2) + �(<̂), which denotes the pro�t

of the �rm when the market capacity about the product is <
but the �rm misreports it as <̂; that is, the �rm chooses the
regulatory policy (�(<̂), �(<̂)), where <, <̂ ∈ [<, <] and < ̸= <̂.

us, for any given<, the second constraint ofModel (22) can
be written as

U (<, <) ≥ U (<, <̂) , ∀<̂ ∈ [<, <] . (A.10)


at means that U(<, <̂) obtains its maximal value at (<, <);
that is, the �rm who knows the market capacity < has no
incentive to misreport the market capacity as <̂, <̂ ̸= <. 
us,U(<, <̂) satis�es the �rst-order condition (WU(<, <̂)/W<̂)|�̂=� =0 and the second-order condition (W2U(<, <̂)/W<̂2)|�̂=� < 0. It
follows from the �rst-order condition that

[< − (2# − ]
2

T )� (<) + *(# − ]
2

T )]
× d� (<)

d< + d� (<)
d< = 0, ∀< ∈ [<, <] .

(A.11)

Di�erentiating both sides of (A.11) with respect to < yields

[1 − (2# − ]
2) d� (<)

d< ] d� (<)
d< + d2� (<)

d<2
+ [< − (2# − ]

2) � (<) + * (# − ]
2)] d2� (<)

d<2 = 0.
(A.12)

By the second-order condition, we can obtain

− (2# − ]
2)(d� (<)

d< )2 + d2� (<)
d<2

+ [< − (2# − ]
2) � (<) + * (# − ]

2)] d2� (<)
d<2 = 0 < 0.

(A.13)

Applying (A.12) to Inequality (A.13) yields

d� (<)
d< > 0, ∀< ∈ [<, <] . (A.14)


at is, the second constraint of Models (22)⇒(A.8) and
(A.9).

On the other hand, by d�(<)/d< > 0 integrating (A.8)
yields

� (<) − � (<̂)
= ∫�
�̂
[(2# − ]

2) � (L) − L − * (# − ]
2)] d� (L)

dL dL
≥ ∫�
�̂
[(2# − ]

2) � (L) − < − * (# − ]
2)] d� (L)

dL dL
= (# − ]

2

2 )�(<)2 − (# − ]
2

2 )�(<̂)2 − � (<) < + � (<̂) <
− * (# − ]

2) � (<) + * (# − ]
2) � (<̂) + *<

− *< + *2]22 − *2]22 + - − -
= (� (<̂) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<̂) − *]2]
− - − ]

2(� (<̂) − *)2
2 + - + ]

2(� (<) − *)2
2

− (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]
2) � (<) − *]2] ,

(A.15)

when < > <̂, and
� (<) − � (<̂)
= ∫�
�̂
[(2# − ]

2) � (L) − L − * (# − ]
2)] d� (L)

dL dL
= −∫�̂
�
[(2# − ]

2) � (L) − L − * (# − ]
2)] d� (L)

dL dL
≥ −∫�̂
�
[(2# − ]

2) � (L) − < − * (# − ]
2)] d� (L)

dL dL
= (� (<̂) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<̂) − *]2]
− - − ]

2(� (<̂) − *)2
2 + - + ]

2(� (<) − *)2
2

− (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]
2) � (<) − *]2] ,

(A.16)

when < < <̂. 
erefore, the second constraint of Model (22)
is satis�ed. 
at is, (A.8) and (A.9)⇒ the second constraint
of Model (22).(2) Second, the participation constraint ofModel (22) can
be written as

� (<) = - + ]
2(�(<) − *)2

2
− (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2] .
(A.17)
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In particular, note the pro�t of the �rm:

% (� (<) , � (<) , !UP (<) , <)
= (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2]
− - − ]

2(�(<) − *)2
2 + � (<) ,

(A.18)

therefore,

dΠ(� (<) , � (<) , !UP (<) , <)
d<

= [< − (2# − ]
2) � (<) + * (# − ]

2)] d� (<)
d<

+ � (<) − * + d� (<)
d< .

(A.19)

It follows from (A.8) and � ≥ * that
dΠ(� (<) , � (<) , !UP (<) , <)

d< = � (<) − * ≥ 0, (A.20)

which means that Π(�(<), �(<), !UP(<), <) is increasing with
respect to <. Consequently, the participation constraint of
Model (22) is equivalent to

Π(� (<) , � (<) , !UP, <)
= (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2]
− - − ]

2(�(<) − *)2
2 + � (<) ≥ 0.

(A.21)

In fact, the constraint (A.21) is binding under the optimal
regulatory policy. Since, for any feasible regulatory policy(�(⋅), �(⋅), !UF(⋅)) of Model (22), a new regulatory policy(�(⋅), �∗(⋅), !UF(⋅)) can be established, where �∗(<) = - +
(]2(�(<) − *)2/2) − (�(<) − *)[< − (# − ]

2)�(<) − *]2] and
d�∗ (<)
d< = d� (<)

d< . (A.22)

It is easy to testify that (�(⋅), �∗(⋅), !UF(⋅)) is also feasible for
Model (22) and �∗(<) ≤ �(<) for all < ∈ [<, <]. Since d6/d� =7−1 ≤ 0; that is, the social total surplus is nonincreasing with
respect to �, hence,

6(� (<) , �∗ (<) , !UF (<) , <)
≥ 6(� (<) , � (<) , !UF (<) , <) , (A.23)

which means that the regulator will choose the least transfer
payment satisfying the participation constraint. 
us, an
optimal regulatory policy should satisfy

� (<) = - + ]
2(�(<) − *)2

2
− (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2] .
(A.24)

(3) 
ird, we can verify that the objective function of
Model (22) can be written as

∫�
�
{4(< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)
− * (< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2) − -
− ]
2(�(<) − *)2

2
− (1 − 7) 1 − A (<)� (<) [� (<) − *] dL}� (<) d<.

(A.25)

Speci�cally, integrating (A.8) yields

� (<) − � (<)
= ∫�
�
[(2# − ]

2) � (L) − L − * (# − ]
2)] d� (L)

dL dL
= (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2]
− - − ]

2(� (<) − *)2
2 + - + ]

2(� (<) − *)2
2

− (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]
2) � (<) − *]2]

+ ∫�
�
[� (L) − *] dL.

(A.26)


erefore,

� (<) = (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]
2) � (<) − *]2]

− - − ]
2(� (<) − *)2

2 + � (<) + - + ]
2(� (<) − *)2

2
− (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2]
+ ∫�
�
(� (L) − *) dL.

(A.27)

By (A.17), the transfer payment:

� (<) = - + ]
2(� (<) − *)2

2
− (� (<) − *) [< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2]
+ ∫�
�
(� (L) − *) dL.

(A.28)


en the �rm’s pro�t:

Π(� (<) , � (<) , !UP (<) , <) = ∫�
�
(� (L) − *) dL. (A.29)
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Substituting �(<) and Π(�(<), �(<), !UP(<), <) into the objec-
tive function of the regulator yields

6(� (<) , � (<) , !UP (<) , <)
= 4 (< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)
− * (< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)
− ]
2(� (<) − *)2

2
− - − (1 − 7)∫�

�
(� (L) − *) dL.

(A.30)


us

d6(� (<) , � (<) , !UP (<) , <)
d<

= (4� − *) [1 − (# − ]
2) d� (<)

d< ]
− (1 − 7 + ]

2 d� (<)
d< ) [� (<) − *]

≥ (1 − 7 + ]
2 d� (<)

d< ) (4� − � (<)) ,

(A.31)

where the inequality holds from Assumption d�(<)/d< ≤7/#. Furthermore, it follows from 4� ≥ � and 1 − 7 +
]
2(d�(<)/d<) ≥ 0 that d6(�(<), �(<), !UP(<), <)/d< ≥ 0;
that is, the expected social total surplus is increasing with
respect to <. It follows from Lemma 4 that

H [6(� ( ) , � ( ) , !UP ( ) ,  )]
= ∫�
�
{4(< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)
− * (< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)
− - − ]

2(�(<) − *)2
2

− (1 − 7)∫�
�
[� (L) − *] dL}� (<) d<.

(A.32)

Integrating (A.32) by parts yields

∫�
�
{4(< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)
− * (< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2) − -
− ]
2(�(<) − *)2

2
− (1 − 7) 1 − A (<)� (<) [� (L) − *] dL}� (<) d<.

(A.33)

According to (1), (2), and (3), we can obtain easily the results
of Proposition 10.

Proof of 
eorem 11. First, the concavity of the objective func-
tion in Model (23) is proved. Since the second variation

\2H [6(� ( ) , � ( ) , !UP ( ) ,  )]
= ∫�
�
[4�� (< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2) (# − ]
2)2] � (<) d<,

(A.34)

according to 4��(⋅) ≤ 0, we can obtain \2H[6(�( ),�( ), !UP( ),  )] ≤ 0; that is, H[6(�( ), �( ), !UP( ),  )]
is concave with respect to �. In order to maximize the
regulator’s objective function, it follows from the �rst-order

condition, that is, \H[6(�( ), �( ), !UP( ),  )] = 0, that
∫�
�
{4� (< − (# − ]

2) � (<) − *]2)

− * + ( 1 − 7# − ]
2 )(1 − A (<)� (<) )} (\�) � (<) d< = 0.

(A.35)


us, 4�(< − (# − ]
2)�(<) − *]2) − * + ((1 − 7)/(# − ]

2))((1 −A(<))/�(<)) = 0 holds.
On the other hand, (24) also means that the constraint

d�(<)/d< > 0 holds. Particularly, note that the derivation of
(24) with respect to < is

4�� (1 − (# − ]
2

T )
d� (<)
d< )

+ ( 1 − 7# − (]2/T)) d

d< (
1 − A (<)
� (<) ) = 0.

(A.36)

It follows from (d/d<)(�(<)/(1 − A(<))) ≥ 0 that (d/d<)((1 −A(<))/�(<)) ≤ 0. Incorporating it into (A.36) yields
d�(<)/d< > 0, ∀< ∈ [<, <]. 
erefore, the proof of �(<)
satisfying (24) is complete.

It follows from (A.28) that (26) holds. 
e proof of

eorem 11 is complete.

Proof of Proposition 12. It follows from (9) and (19) that4�(< − (# − ]
2)�UF − *]2) > 4�(< − #�OF); together with4��(⋅) ≤ 0, we can obtain the result of Proposition 12.

Proof of Proposition 13. Using the same method, by (19) and
(24), we can easily obtain the result of Proposition 13.
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